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About me

Hey Goalies!
My name is Connor LaCouvee, I am a

professional goalie with experience in
NCAA, ECHL, AHL, & Europe. 

Over the past two years, I have been
running goalie development programs

on and off the ice.



Please Read:

I am NOT a licensed strength  &
conditioning coach

This is NOT medical advice 

Do this program at your own risk

These drills should be PAIN FREE

This program is for goalies 10 & up

Please watch and read all exercsie
tutorials before attempting



Add a subheading

Our skating ability is the foundation
upon which our game is built.

It’s how we move; how we position
ourselves to stop the puck.

The difficult part of goaltending is
physically positioning ourself to the
make the save, opposed to the save

itself.

skating is our Foundation 



Easily Identifiable 
Besides a goalie’s height, the most noticeable

characteristic of a goalie is their skating
ability.

Whether it’s correct or not, A Coach/scout
will quickly make a judgement on the

goalie’s ability to play, based on their
skating ability.

If you want to make the jump to a better
league, invest in your skating abililty .



1) Correct Positioning and Angle

2) Mobility and Speed

3) Puck Handling and Playmaking

Why practice skating?



This might sound painfully obvious, but it’s
important we practice these drills in a

specific manner.

1) Mindful: develop the muscle mind
connection.

2) Technique over speed: Do your reps with
corrct technique before adding speed.

3) consistent + Often: incorporate a couple
of these drills everytime you’re on the ice.

4) Rep Range: 4-6 “reps” per side, is a good
range to develop the technique as well as

condition your body. 

How to practice skating?



1) Edge Work
2) Zone-entry/Rush
3) Post Integration

3 types of skating
situations in this guide



Edge Work
These drills are designed to improve our

balance, change of direction, and movement
efficiency.

The goal of these drills is to become
proficient using our full skate blade.

Our full skate blade can be defined as the
inside & outside edge, as well as, the toe,

heel, and middle of our blade.

Pay attention to how your blades interact
with the ice when you execute these

movements.



Edge Work dRills

Click the link for
10 unique edge
work drills

Edge work 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyfwVcrrI-T-NyKNmEZJF5vc4yzijZmVn
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyfwVcrrI-T-NyKNmEZJF5vc4yzijZmVn


 These drills are designed to simulate an
incoming rush situation.

The primary goal of these drills is: develop our
lateral movement capabilites.

Our lateral movement selections involve:
shuffles, t-pushes, slides, lateral releases,

etc. 

We want to focus on pushing hard, stopping
quickly (but quietly), and getting our feet set

to react to the play.

Experiment with different depths and what
works best for you and your game.

Rush



 Rush dRills

Click the link for
10 unique rush

drills

Rush/Zone Entry

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyfwVcrrI-T-d3tT9uAoVyz9mV1-vfTSh


 These drills are designed to simulate plays
around the net where we are forced to move into

our post (post integration).

The primary goal of these drills is: improve our
entry and exit of the post.

Post integration is a difficult skill at every level
of the game. Learning to manoeuvre eloquently

around these steel posts is no easy task.

We want to focus on precise and light movements
when integrating. This means arriving calmly into

the post, opposed to flying in and knocking the
pegs off.

continue to work on various technqiues Like
Overlap, RVH, VH, Panda, etc. They will help us

build confidence in interact with our posts.

Post Integration



Post Integration

Click the link for 10
unique post

integration drills

Post integration

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyfwVcrrI-T-dYj2ZK3ZApR-ezpwYyPP0


Thank you
Awesome job making it this far!

If you enjoyed these drills, please
tag me on social media
@lacouveegoaltending

Here are links to additional
Programs: Training Programs

And to my website:
LaCouvee Goaltending

https://www.lacouveegoaltending.com/TrainingPrograms.html
https://www.lacouveegoaltending.com/


Social Media
@lacouveegoaltending

Email
connor@goaliecoaches.com

WhatsApp
+12509512806

Have a question?
Contact Me Here:


